We expand your Horizons

Group
Since 1998

CONCEPT TO COMMISSIONING
PLANNERS & PARTNERS FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

ABOUT US

AG was established in
1998 as a solution
provider company for golf
and tourism industry. In
2017, we transformed
ourselves into “AG
Horizon Pvt Ltd”.

Our head office is
located in New Delhi
and with branches in
Imphal, Hyderabad and
Mumbai.

We have outstanding
client relationships
because we give
satisfactory delivery of all
our projects. Our network
runs around one globe.

INCEPTION

OFFICE LOCATION

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

We have a team of
professionals & experts
having worked across
public and private
sectors. Our
exceptionally talented
team also has experience
in the global market.

The AG Horizon team
has a vast platform of
associations with teams
and organizations
located in India and
abroad.

We feel proud to claim
that we are swiftly
moving towards our goal
of completing projects
amount to a valuation of
USD one billion.

OUR TEAM

ASSOCIATIONS

REACHING HEIGHTS

We as a team of
experts are well-versed
with the workings of
government offices,
bureaucrats to the
corporate world.

Our style of working
aims to begin at the
very basic grass-root
levels and then
steadily move
upwards.

We are one of the
selected few
consultancies that offer
services right from the
conceptualization stage
of a project to its
commissioning.

APPROACH

WORKING STYLE

OUR SERVICES
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OUR VISION
To become foremost
consulting company
offering services from
concept stage to
seamless handover. We
aim to partner with
clients to offer our best of
solutions, while
consistently exceeding
their expectations by
delivering the highest
quality services in an
ethical manner and thus
earn the trust of all
stakeholders. We strive
to develop and embrace
new technologies and
methodologies that
benefit our clients and
our business. Our
success is measured by
the value we deliver to
clients, the quality of the
team we employ, and our
strength and spirit as a
firm.

OUR MISSION
To be the strategic consulting and single window project delivering
company through our expertise and commitment of operational
excellence in services delivery. We will promote team success as well
as individual achievements in a consistently positive atmosphere.

OUR CORE VALUES
Integrity: We act with honesty and honour without
compromising the truth in all our dealings.
Creativity: Create value for clients through
innovative solutions.
Diversity: Respect for personal, ethnic, gender,
religious differences and values.
Reliability & Transparency: Share information
openly and act in an accountable and trustworthy
way.
Ownership: We believe in taking the initiative to
bring about positive results.
Teamwork: Work as a team to provide a more
connected work environment and develop an
environment of accountability.
Simplicity: It helps achieve clarity; the directness
of purpose and expression.
Humility: It creates an open mind and recognition
of the strengths of oneself and others.
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ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS
1.

Name of the Entity

AG Horizon Pvt. Ltd.

2.

Address (Regd. Ofce)

24, Ajay Apartment, Pitampura,
New Delhi 110034, India.

3.

Authorized Person

Rakesh Sharma (Managing Director)
Mobile: +91-9810046249
Head Office:- New Delhi
Branch Office:New Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Imphal
Phone: +91-11-45356553/45356554
E-mail: info@aggrp.in

Ofces & Address
4.

5.

Details of Registration

Registrar of Companies, Delhi
Since 1998, Pvt Ltd on 05 April 2017

Registering Authority
Commencement of Services &
Date of Incorporation
Incorporation Number

U74999DL2017PTC315583

6.

No. of Years of Experience in the
Field

23 years

7.

Year of establishment & Place of
establishment

1998, New Delhi, India

8.

Permanent Account Number

AAPCA4133Q

9.

GST Registration Certicate

07AAPCA4133Q2Z5

10.

MSME Registration Number

DL06D0005748

11.

TAN No.

DELA43652A

12.

Domain of Operations

Global
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SECTORS

Agriculture

Aviation

Engineering

Education

Environmental

Health

Information
Technology

Horticulture

Irrigation

Infrastructure

Power &
Renewable
Energy

Sports

Textile &
Handicraft

Tourism

Vety &
Animal
Husbandry

Transport
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Water

SECTORS
We work across diverse sectors, bringing best projects, with each sector working as its own
independent unit. There is a wide spectrum of attributes in each vertical and we have proven
track records from concept till commissioning of the projects that we have undertaken.
Apart from the areas we cater, we also provide our full assistance in the supplementary sphere of
activities as well. Our aim is to assure our clients that we safeguard their trust within us to weave
their dream projects into reality.

AGRICULTURE
Our Role

AG priorities agriculture and we promote it with state of the art
technology. AG helps in reducing poverty, improve climate
resilience, create employment opportunities, and foster economic
growth through successful agricultural transformations. We
propagate modern agricultural production techniques and
scientific methods of farming for increasing crop output; making
our farmers self-reliant.

About The Industry

Agriculture is the primary source of livelihood for about 58% of India's population. Gross Value Added
(GVA) by agriculture, forestry and fisheries was estimated at Rs. 19.48 lakh crore (US$ 276.37 billion) in
FY20 (PE). Growth in GVA in agriculture and allied sectors stood at 4% in FY20. India is expected to achieve
the ambitious goal of doubling farm income by 2022. The agriculture sector in India is expected to generate
better momentum in the next few years due to increased investment in agricultural infrastructure such as
irrigation facilities, warehousing and cold storage.
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AVIATION
Our Role

AG has an in-house capability in various fields of technical and
financial management consultancy. We offer modern dynamic
solutions to renovate the existing facilities, offering a better
experience to the user, connecting hill terrain by developing
STOL ports/helipads. We use aviation IT services to manage
capacity, optimize operations, increase revenue and improve the
travel experience by optimizing airline operations with insights
and knowledge from AI-based solutions.
About The Industry

The civil aviation industry in India has emerged as one of the fastest growing industries in the country during
the last couple of years. India has become the third largest domestic aviation market in the world and is
expected to overtake UK to become the third largest air passenger market by 2024. India's aviation industry is
largely untapped with huge growth opportunities, considering that air transport is still expensive for majority
of the country's population, of which nearly 40% is the upwardly mobile middle class. The industry
stakeholders should engage and collaborate with policy makers to implement efficient and rational decisions
that would boost India's civil aviation industry.
EDUCATION
Our Role

AG provides customized as well as the latest trends in trainings
and educational offerings. Academic online services for
education, creation of roadmaps, state of the art educational
infrastructure, creation of modules to be helpful in its
development. Our unique way of creating levels in educational
sector is the process by which society deliberately transmits its
accumulated knowledge, skills and values from one generation
to another therefore its development is an important task.
Acceleration of this level is done by use of AI, IoT and Cloud.
About The Industry

India holds an important place in the global education industry. The aim of the government is to raise its
current gross enrolment ratio. This will also boost the growth of distance education. Education sector has seen
a host of reforms and improved financial outlays in the recent years. With human resource increasingly
gaining significance in the overall development of the country, development of educational infrastructure is
expected to remain the key focus in the current decade. In this scenario, infrastructure investment in the
education sector is also likely to increase.
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ENGINEERING
Our Role

AG offers cost effective and efficient solutions with its multidiscipline engineering services and high-quality engineering
support solutions to EPC organizations. We provide engineering
services to EPC, EPCM and OEM. Our EPCM services include
project management, feasibility studies, conceptual and basic
engineering, detailed design, procurement, construction
management, commissioning, operations and maintenance.

About The Industry

India's engineering sector has witnessed a remarkable growth over the last few years driven by increased
investment in infrastructure and industrial production. The engineering sector, being closely associated with
the manufacturing and infrastructure sectors, is of strategic importance to India's economy owing to its
intense integration with other industrial segments. The sector has been de-licensed and enjoys 100% FDI.
Turnover of capital goods industry is expected to increase to US$ 115.17 billion by 2025. The export of
engineering goods is expected to reach US$ 200 billion by 2030.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Our Role

This division of AG provides consultancy services for
environmental impact assessment studies, risk assessment, oil
spill disaster, contingency plans, preparation of disaster
management plans, HAZOP studies, preparation of detailed
project reports on setting up of environmental laboratories and
environmental compliance monitoring and post environmental
clearance support through compliance reports.

About The Industry

Environment is majorly impacted by the waste generated. The Indian waste management market is witnessing
a healthy growth rate, owing to the high population density and increased industrial activity, which is
generating high amounts of wastes, both hazardous and non-hazardous. The circular economy concept is
relatively new to India. However, the concept is gaining prominence. The Indian waste management industry
offers huge potential, as only 30% of the 75% recyclable waste is being recycled currently. Shortage of proper
policies for the collection, disposal, and recycling and the lack of efficient infrastructure are few of the many
reasons leading to poor waste management in the country and need to be rectified.
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HEALTH
Our Role

AG has expertise in planning of projects of great eminence in
health infrastructure. A panel of architects, doctors, health
planners, procurement engineers and a network of consultants
specialized in different fields of health care are the core strength
of AG in this area. AG's capability includes preparation of
feasibility studies, planning & design, project management,
procurement etc. for hospitals / medical colleges, assisting in
planning the health policies & programmes.
About The Industry

Healthcare has become one of India's largest sector, both in terms of revenue and employment. Healthcare
comprises hospitals, medical devices, clinical trials, outsourcing, telemedicine, medical tourism, health
insurance and medical equipment. The Indian healthcare sector is growing at a brisk pace due to its
strengthening coverage, services and increasing expenditure by public as well private players. With the
increase in the competition, industries are looking to explore for latest dynamics and trends which will have a
positive impact on their business. The hospital industry in India is forecast to increase to Rs 8.6 trillion (US$
132.84 billion) by FY22.
HORTICULTURE
Our Role

AG horticulture scope of activity widely ranges from
Landscaping, Plantation, Floriculture, Agri Projects,
Biotechnology; especially Bio-fuel nurseries development.
Keeping our clients, abreast of the evolving trends, systematic
and timely work implementation. The focus of the company is to
use science and technology for the benefit of productions that
ultimately translate into better products for the common man and
country.
About The Industry

To improve the integrated development of Horticulture industry and to help in coordinating, sustaining the
production and processing of fruits and vegetables. Various schemes such as Commercial Horticulture
Scheme, Cold storage scheme, Technology Development Transfer Scheme, Market Information Service
Scheme are available. Horticulture market is seasonal which renders scope for further processing of agribusiness in order to provide products round the year. For example, mango is one of seasonal fruits but it is
available round the year on shelf in the form of fruit juice, canned pulp and other mango products.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Our Role

Information technology is building communications networks
for a country safeguarding data and information, creating and
administering databases, helping employees troubleshoot
problems with their computers or mobile devices, or doing a
range of other work to ensure the efficiency and security of
business information systems. AG Digital believes in not only
designing and delivering but helping you in achieve your shortterm and long-term digital goals by offering a state-of-the-art
business intelligence analytics, IOT & smart cities solutions.
About The Industry

India's IT's core competencies and strengths have attracted significant investment from major countries. The
computer software and hardware sector in India attracted cumulative Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflow
worth US$ 44.91 billion between April 2000 and March 2020. The sector ranked second in FDI inflow as per
the data released by Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade. India is the topmost offshore
destination for IT companies across the world. The industry is expected to grow to US$ 350 billion by 2025
and BPM is expected to account for US$ 5055 billion of the total revenue.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Our Role

AG offers wide range of services for Roads, Highways,
Industrial Corridors, Bridges, Industrial Parks, Townships,
Office and Commercial Buildings, Shopping Malls, Institutional
Buildings, Preparation of master plans, Road maps etc. The
division is planning first of its kind multi-storeyed & multiutility building project in North East of India offering Design,
Engineering and PMC. These are part of Special Economic Zone
& others.
About The Industry

Infrastructure sector is a key driver for the Indian economy. The sector is highly responsible for propelling
India's overall development and enjoys intense focus from Government for initiating policies that would
ensure time-bound creation of world class infrastructure in the country. Infrastructure sector includes power,
bridges, dams, roads, and urban infrastructure development. The Government of India is expected to invest
highly in the infrastructure sector, mainly highways and urban transport. India plans to spend US$ 1.4 trillion
on infrastructure during 2019–23 to have a sustainable development of the country.
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IRRIGATION
Our Role

AG irrigation services provide solutions in modern scientific
water management through customized irrigation systems,
planning of irrigation design and plans for better state
infrastructure. We provide design, consultancy, project
management services, identification of specific product for
Agricultural, Sports; especially Golf Courses, Turf farms,
Landscape and Home & Garden segments of irrigation.

About The Industry

India is facing the twin challenge of water scarcity and population explosion. The ongoing water crisis has
affected nearly 600 million people and is expected to only worsen. The country's population is touted to
increase to 1.6 billion by 2050. Micro-irrigation is considered as a prudent Irrigation technology promoted
nationally and internationally to achieve higher cropping intensity and irrigation intensity through more
focused application of water to crops.

POWER & RENEWABLE ENERGY
Our Role

This division of AG provides services for overall planning &
delivering of major and minor Power Projects. Especially
focusing on Renewable Energy, Productivity Studies,
Organization and Method Studies and existing Power Asset
Valuation. Plant betterment studies and its implementation is
another core area of this division. Focusing on solar parks to grid
management services. We also perform rate and cost of service
analysis studies.
About The Industry

Indian renewable energy sector is the fourth most attractive renewable energy market in the world. The
Government is committed to increase the use of clean energy sources and is already undertaking various
large-scale sustainable power projects and promoting green energy heavily. Renewable energy has the
potential to create many employment opportunities at all levels. It is expected that by 2040, around 49% of the
total electricity will be generated by renewable energy as more efficient batteries will be used to store
electricity, which will further cut the solar energy cost by 66% as compared to the current cost.
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SPORTS
Our Role

We provide realistic solutions for development of almost any
sport that is around. Be it a Football Ground, Basketball Court,
Golf Course, Squash, for local, national or international level
games. We provide full range of consulting and development
services towards, management of national / international games.
Our unique understanding of sports and consumer passion helps
us in creating strategies for our clients that enables them to
differentiate themselves from the competition.
About The Industry

Over the last decade there has been an increase in the development of sports infrastructure and facilities in
India. With the increase of capital investments and successful hosting of events such as Commonwealth
Games-2010, ICC World Cup-2011, Indian Premier League, F1 Indian Grand Prix in 2011, Under 17 FIFA
World Cup-2017, and Indian Badminton and Soccer League, there are enormous commercially developable
opportunities present in Indian sports industry ranging from village level to major cities.

TEXTILE & HANDICRAFT
Our Role

AG focus on this sector is towards assisting corporations &
state's government to formulate policies. Conducting new
research & creating the master plans for development of
integrated textile parks. Our technology up-gradation planning
helps clients in development & export of products. Strategy
towards seeking benefits from skill development schemes in
field of power loom sector, jute, silk & wool sector & others.

About The Industry

The industry is extremely varied, with hand-spun and hand-woven textiles sectors at one end of the spectrum,
while the capital-intensive sophisticated mills sector on the other end. The close linkage of textiles industry to
agriculture (for raw materials such as cotton) and the ancient culture and traditions of the country in terms of
textiles makes it unique in comparison to other industries in the country. India's textiles industry has a
capacity to produce wide variety of products suitable for different market segments, both within India and
across the world. Indian government allowed 100% FDI in the sector under the automatic route.
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TOURISM
Our Role

This division of AG plays a vital role in promotion of tourism by
planning a quality infrastructure by creating state of art unique
mega projects, working on government of India schemes for
overall tourism department. This division has contributed a wide
range of services optimising with use of latest technology in the
field of tourism development & management. We facilitate
investors (corporate, government, be any) to pass through a
comfort zone by offering unique masterplan & road maps.
About The Industry

The Indian tourism and hospitality industry has emerged as one of the key drivers of growth among the
services sector in India. Tourism in India has significant potential considering the rich cultural and historical
heritage, variety in ecology, terrains and places of natural beauty spread across the country. In FY20, 39
million jobs were created in the tourism sector in India; this accounted for 8.0% of the total employment in the
country. The number is expected to rise by 2% per annum to 52.3 million jobs by 2028. The Indian
Government has taken several steps to make India a global tourism hub. India's travel and tourism industry
has huge growth potential.
TRANSPORT
Our Role

We provide an integrated solution in transport sector. Especially
focusing towards electric transport systems. We have adopted a
focused and integrated approach to the delivery of our services
towards urban needs and connecting hilly / rough terrains by
using state of art solutions. Unique transport mechanism to
handle smart cards to traffic management for modern transport
planning, delivery of low-carbon transport solutions,
digitalisation, transport engineering is a priority area for us.
About The Industry

Governments across the globe are grappling with the issue of how to decarbonise their economies, and India
is no different. In fact, transportation accounts for a 6.4% share of India's GDP, with road transportation
contributing 4.5%. This vertical is majorly dominated by road sector. Government and private investments
are required in other channels of transport industry, rising disposable income are the major drivers of
transportation industry in India.
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VETY & ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Our Role

AG provides consultancy services to assist in identification of
major issues related to development of Animal Husbandry sector
and also assist the investors, ministry, department in defining and
designing of road map, action plan and strategies for overall
development of sector by inflow of investment through PPP or
grants to design and implement animal husbandry projects with
an assured outcome.

About The Industry

In India, Animal Husbandry is making a significant contribution to the national economy and socioeconomic development of the country. With 10.71% of world's livestock population, India stands first in
buffalo population, second in cattle and goat population, third in sheep, fifth in chicken and sixth in camel
population world over with bovine population of 299.9 million, 135.17 million goats, 65.06 million sheep,
10.29 million pig, 0.4 million camels and 729.2 million poultry as per latest census. There's an immense
potential in this sector.

WATER
Our Role

Water division of AG delivers the entire range of engineering
services to create and implement comprehensive and sustainable
solutions in water. This division of AG provides end-to-end
solutions in water drawl, raw water pumping facility, water
treatment, water distribution, water harvesting system,
wastewater treatment, zero effluent discharge system, Flood
control solutions, etc. in a customized professional way.

About The Industry

Of the 189 million households in Rural India, only 51 million (26%) have household tap water connection.
India also has insufficient water storage capacities. Central and state government agencies are using a variety
of resources to tackle the water crisis like adoption of Geospatial technologies. The government has also set a
revolutionary goal of bringing piped drinking water to all households, for which the Centre and the states will
together spend 3.5 lakh crore rupees. This initiative will play a big role in making India a 5 trillion-dollar
economy. This initiative is integrated with ensuring source sustainability and grey water treatment.
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SERVICES
We offer diverse services, bringing best in class solutions with each service division functioning
as strategic business unit. There's a wide spectrum of services, creating a seamless, fast track and
personal service for the clients. Our suite of services includes varied options from concept
design to project handover. Apart from below services we take care of our client by customising
the services options by looking into their interest, that serving to the interest of our client /
customer / organisation or any Government department will lead us to satisfaction of achieving
our objectives, and in turn our own interest.

Project
Advisories

Project
Research

Project
Management
Consultancy

Transaction
Advisory

Business
Accelerating
& Growth

Financial
Advisories
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PROJECT
RESEARCH
Our project research services assist decision makers to keep pace with the ever-changing and
challenging business environment. It also intends to play a significant role in improving the
functions of management system in different economic sectors, for corporate & government
entities, ensuring a stable relationship with experts in different industries, with effective
communication and the scientific workings. We identify the opportunities in national and global
domain supplement the endeavour, by developing the quality and quantity of such opportunities
through our services.

«

Need based research studies and
surveys.

«

Preparation of project development
plans.

«

Development researches and studies.

«

«

Socio-Economic studies.

Employment generation studies and
projects.

«

Studies towards long term goals.
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Need based
research studies
and surveys.

Measure both tangible and intangible aspects of customer
needs. Quickly and easily identify the features of the product
that needs attention to help improve satisfaction by measuring
the relationship between features and product performance.
Establish areas of potential risk, ascertain a client's preferences
and needs. The Survey Research Centre provides a full array of
offerings from a single consultation on the design of the survey
instrument to a comprehensive package of survey design,
implementation and final top-line analysis. It tailors' services to
meet and exceed client expectations.

Feasibility studies for multi-sectors or disciplines in
development work especially in the post-conflict and recovery
areas, or emergency affected areas. Our extensive project
management experience as well as specific functional
experience across a broad range of mega projects, provides the
basis for an effective assessment. Provide technical assistance
needed of the project to both the clients/funders and the
implementing partners. Simultaneously, develop necessary
project strategies for implementation.

Socio-Economic
studies.

Development
researches and
studies.

Understanding community dynamics, issues and resource
gaps is the way to begin a new development policy or social
investment strategy. Engagement with socio-economic data
shapes up the project entirely differently and maximises its
chances of success. It also provides a voice to indigenous
communities, fence line communities and labour-sending
communities
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Preparation of
project
development
plans.

A road map provides the direction for the project. Baselines
are the project's three approved starting points and include the
scope, schedule, and cost baselines. These provide the 'stakes
in the ground.' The kick-off meeting is an effective way to
initiate the planning process. The Scope Statement is
important document in the project plan to develop the cost
baseline, which is a time-phased budget, or cost by time
period.

The employment generation project provides short term
employment to people in extreme poverty in support of the
Government's programs for poverty alleviation. By doing so, the
project continues to support for job creation efforts undertaken,
and it also achieves other objectives including the improvement
of seriously deteriorated economic and productive infrastructure.
In addition, the project strengthens the capacity of national and
local government, nongovernmental organizations and local
community organizations to manage employment-intensive
small scale development projects in the future. The project will
have an employment generation component as well as an
institutional development component.

Studies towards
long term goals.

Employment
generation
studies and
projects.

AG Horizon's ability to set long-term goals and constantly
thinking about the future of your business has an inordinate
impact on the success and profitability of your
department/enterprise. We set goals that are specifically
designed, with realistic deadlines. We set and propose goals
based on the SMART principle. Specific (Is it focused and
unambiguous?), Measurable (Could someone determine
whether or not you achieved it?), Action-oriented (Did you
specify the action you will take?), Realistic (Considering
difficulty and timeframe, is it attainable?) and Time-bound
(Did you specify a deadline?).
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PROJECT
ADVISORIES
Our project advisory services ensure that the projects are implemented and managed in a perfect
professional manner, delivering value from projects for our clients. Our services brings the
required depth of expertise to how government / corporate manage their projects. We guide in
planning a project or program, develop effective governance structures, assess project and
process performance. For reviewing current processes we advise on process restructuring by
evaluating and advice on performance optimization.

«

Project conceptualization based on the
project research report.

«

Tailored project development proposals,
ensuring socio-economic growth.

«

Project visions & advices, increasing
employment & private sector standings.

«

Preparation of process mandates for
development.

«

Preparation of road maps and business
plans.

«

Coordination with govt and private
sector.
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Project
conceptualization
based on the
Project research
report.

Formulation of research problem is the stage where, the
researcher has a clear understanding of the terms used in the
research such that there are noconflicts regarding their
interpretation and measurements. Conceptualization process
eventually leads to framing meaningful concepts which
ultimately lead to creation of a theory.

A vision clarifies the project's purpose, eliminates confusion,
unifies the team, and inspires them to do their best. It is the
private sector which creates the jobs, goods and services that
the world's most vulnerable people need to be lifted out of
poverty. As businesses hold an important key to tackling
poverty, development cooperation initiatives designed by
donors need to be implemented with the private sector, by the
private sector and for the private sector.

Preparation of
road maps and
business plans.

Project visions &
advice's,
increasing
employment &
private sector
standings.

A business plan is the road map to success. A complete
business plan describes the working well enough that anyone
reading the plan will understand what it is that will be
accomplished, how it will be accomplished, and by whom. In
addition, the act of writing the business plan will help the
department/entrepreneur map out the expectations for the
working in an organized fashion, developing a framework for
how the planning and projects will operate. This is used as a
tool in the decision-making needed to reach the desired goal
and helps to manage the change that will undoubtedly impact
the working overtime, leading to a next level.
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Tailored project
development
proposals,
ensuring socioeconomic growth.

Project proposals give the team an opportunity to clarify,
elaborate, organize and further develop its initial concepts
into a set of specific components explicitly designed to
address the root causes of the core problem and achieve the
agreed objectives.
The project proposals that AG Horizon offers to its clients
serves a range of purposes in the process of developing a
compact program also ensuring socio-economic growth.

We are capable of consulting on the entire development
process from start to finish. For departments / developers with a
particular working / product type or method of development,
we can supplement the development team with our broad
expertise and knowledge. For mega projects or equity
stakeholders, we are capable of providing professional
oversight of all areas of new development throughout the
process, from the concept selection, through all stages,
promotion, to mitigate overall project risk.

Coordination with
govt and private
sector.

Preparation of
process mandates
for development.

We as an experienced consulting firm are well-versed with the
laws of all regions and master the skills aesthetically. As a
consultant, we successfully look forward to fill in the gaps
between interested agencies, government bodies and companies.
Before taking up the project, we closely scrutinize the
requirements of our client and then put forth suggestions
accordingly. Wherever the location might be, our team conducts
a complete survey and hunts down if there are any issues while
execution. Once you approach us, we immediately start
functioning round the clock gathering as much as information.
Most importantly, budgeting and time-scheduling is our topnotch priority and we do not compromise that in any given
circumstances.
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
Our extensive experience of providing PMC services to various industries/fields provide a
comfort for mega projects that are approved by the regulatory authorities. Our expert team
becoming the eyes & ears of the client by managing the time lines & quality measures. With our
exposure to different fields, we have a strength of providing a tailored management services to
our investors offering options to work out their project requirement & assuring optimum
outcome. A team of experts as per requirement of project is deputed with a backup from core
management team.

«

Project Initiation & road map.

«

«

Identifying the vendors/executing
agency.

Implementation of policies and
progress charts.

«

Project monitoring, focusing steady
development and growth.

Ensuring proper coordination between
consultant, vendor and client.

«

Handing over & commissioning.

«
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Project Initiation
& road map.

The project initiation phase is the first phase within the
project management life cycle, as it involves starting up a
new project. Within the initiation phase, project issues or
opportunity is identified, a solution is defined, a project is
formed, and a project team is appointed to build and deliver
the solution to the customer. A business case is created to
define the problem or opportunity in detail and identify a
preferred solution for implementation.

Vendor management is the process that empowers an
organization to take appropriate measures for controlling
cost, reducing potential risks related to vendors, ensuring
excellent service deliverability and deriving value from
vendors in the long-run. Our strategic planning initiatives
towards identifying the vendors/execution agencies
successfully helps companies to improve project
profitability, streamline conversion costs, manage limited
resources and achieve on-time delivery.

Project
monitoring,
focusing steady
development
and growth.

Identifying the
vendors/executing
agency.

Through our input to the design process and management of
subsequent monitoring regimes, we strive to add value to our
clients' projects, while mitigating their long-term risks and
protecting the interests of relevant stakeholders. We keep
track of all project-related metrics including team
performance and task duration, identifying potential
problems and taking corrective actions necessary to ensure
that the project is within scope, on budget and meets the
specified deadlines.
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Implementation
of policies and
progress charts.

When developing policies and procedures, we consult with
all relevant stakeholders, including client representatives,
contractors (particularly those who work with us regularly),
and of course our employees. We ensure your business has
the time, resources and personnel to implement the
customised policies. We follow-up to ensure that any failure
to follow the policy or procedure is addressed.

Drawing from coordination, agency theories and the trust
literature, we developed a research model to investigate how
interorganizational coordination could help build
relationships based on trust and goal congruence and achieve
higher project performance. We recommend this step
towards the development of a new theory on the role of
interorganizational coordination to achieve the desired
outcome.

Handing over &
commissioning.

Ensuring proper
coordination
between
consultant,
vendor and client.

Commissioning is the process of planning, documenting,
scheduling, testing, adjusting, verifying, and training, to
provide a facility that operates as a fully functional system as
per the Owner's Project Requirements. Our goal of project
management is to obtain stakeholder acceptance of the
project result with proper handing over & commissioning of
the project. The final step in any project should be an
evaluation review. The post-project evaluation review will
take place during project closure.
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TRANSACTION
ADVISORY
Our experts work in smartly integrated teams to create productive relationships between
governments, developers and investors, evaluate and balance the significant risks and costs
between all parties. Our comprehensive understanding of all major activities involved in
projects allows us to provide strategic guidance and hands-on services, from conceptualisation
to commissioning. Our transaction advisory services comes as a process of hand holding from
identification, feasibility studies to funding avenues and project monitoring.

«

Project research & conceptualisation.

«

PPR & detailed project report.

«

Project structuring & master planning.

«

«

Financial appraisal and modelling.

Tender documentation & contractor
selection.

«

Project monitoring & management.
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Project research &
conceptualisation.

The project conceptualization phase of the project delivery
process is intended to give sufficient definition to a proposed
project so that a reliable budget estimate can be made. In this
phase, the need for the project is identified by the proponent and
then we define the scope. We research the possible issues
which may affect the project and develops options for
overcoming any difficulties. A site/ project way ahead is
usually identified during this phase of the process; if the project
involves the construction of a new facility / conceptualisation
of new workings then accordingly research team conducts
study for the best outcome.

AG provides the plan which includes analysis,
recommendations, and proposals for a site's population,
economy, housing, transportation, community facilities, and
land use, which is based on public input, surveys, planning
initiatives, existing development, physical characteristics, and
social and economic conditions. We guide and coordinate
existing and future local policies such as master plans,
development controls and public domain upgrades. Our
process is intensely collaborative, involving experts from our
clients' worlds and ours.

Financial
appraisal and
modelling.

Project
structuring &
master planning.

AG Horizon designs sophisticated, dynamic financial
models to provide credible projections to support
management decision-making. We conduct an independent
analysis of your current planning and modelling approach
before you commit more resources to the new project,
applying a range of methodologies such as Discounted Cash
flows, Cost of Capital, ROI, and break-even and sensitivity
analyses.
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Preliminary
project report &
detailed project
report.

PPR (Preliminary Project Report) is the primary report for the
formulation of the investment proposal. After the preparation
of preliminary project report, it is reviewed by our experts in
the concerned department. When an investment proposal has
been approved it is necessary to prepare a detailed project
report (DPR) to firm up the proposal for the capital cost.

The tender documents usually set out in detail the various
conditions applicable to the tender procedure itself, and the
contract conditions that will govern the relationship between
the employer and the successful bidder, regarding the
execution of the works that are the subject of the tender
procedure. Sufficient information must be provided, as a result
of the design, to describe clearly the elements of the works and
the data and information required for the preparation of a
responsible tender, ensuring the appropriate selection of
contractor.

Project
monitoring &
management.

Tender
documentation &
contractor selection.

Our project management services focus on ensuring effective
supervision and management across the project lifecycle. We
provide our hands-on involvement in every aspect of project
such as, project planning, procurement, implementation,
regulatory compliance and facilitation of approvals, project
commissioning, capacity building.
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FINANCIAL
ADVISORIES
We provide comprehensive financial advisory services from conception to financial close. Our
strength to create tailored financial package, helps our clients take decisions in every possible
environment. Our services complement our exposure to overall life cycle of project from initial
financial options to structuring, negotiating and finally the financial closure. Our ability to
structure the funding possibilities and converting into successful models, even as public-private
partnerships bringing projects to life. We act as a full-financial-service-options provider.

«

Preparation of nancial models.

«

Financial survey & planning.

«

Assistance in nancial assistance from
State/Central Govt.
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«

Strategizing nancial goals in sync
with outcome.

«

Seeking nancial investments and
Public-Private Partnerships.

«

Financial utilisation management.

Preparation of
nancial models.

AG Horizon is a global business solution provider which
provides advanced financial modelling consulting services,
corporate financial analysis and business feasibility test for
corporate / government. Our financial analysts use the
applicable accounting and reporting standards. Financial
models are used to estimate the valuation of a business or to
compare businesses to their peers in the industry.

We are one-stop solution to all your financial planning and
survey management needs.
We provide clients with expertise in financial planning and
cash flow modelling, capital planning, funding application
assistance, cost allocation, public financing, value capture,
demand forecasts, forecasting revenue and expenditure
models, pricing analysis and strategies. Our approach
emphasizes precision, transparency, and flexibility, while
encouraging collaboration. We develop and implement
personally tailored financial plans and then help you monitor
your progress.

Assistance in
nancial
assistance from
State/Central
Govt.

Financial survey
& planning.

The states government depend on the central government for
some infrastructural, industrial and social and economic
development. Different committees are formed to suggest
plans for development along with central financial assistance
to state governments & projects offered on PPP or in other
scenario, for the usage of investors in mega projects. The
finance commission does the disbursement of funds to the
states in accordance with the recommendations. With our indepth experience, we ensure the optimum usage of
opportunities.
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Strategizing
nancial goals
in sync with
outcome.

Strategic financial management is designed to encourage
decision making that prioritizes the long-term objectives. We
use the goal-setting process to facilitate conversations,
involve key stakeholders, and identify strategies that are both
ambitious and achievable.
We invest time to lay out a plan that fully addresses the risks,
opportunities, and steps required to reach new business goals,
keeping desired outcome as baseline.

As an expert in the design, construction, finance, operation and
maintenance of mega projects, we are uniquely placed to advise
the public sector or their private partners on strategies to
achieve their respective objectives throughout the life of a PPP
project.
Preparing for PPP procurement, especially in a new jurisdiction
or industry sector, can be daunting. Our staff includes a blend of
former public sector professionals and former PPP developers
or financiers who understand the perspective of bidders. We
advise on practical aspects of the legal or regulatory issues as
well to improve feasibility, and modifying the planning
approach to accommodate a PPP procurement.

Financial
utilisation
management.

Seeking nancial
investments and
Public-Private
Partnerships.

Financial management is a vital activity in any organization.
We help in the process of planning, organizing, controlling, and
monitoring financial resources with a view to achieve
organizational goals and objectives. It is an ideal practice for
controlling the financial activities of an organization such as
procurement of funds, utilization of funds, accounting,
payments, risk assessment and every other thing related to
money. We ensure proper management of an organization's
finance providing quality fuel and regular service to ensure
efficient functioning.
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BUSINESS
ACCELERATING & GROWTH
Growth of an organisation often depends on the success of its customer engagement strategy.
There is a cost to this in many aspects; by way of professional and financial relationship. We
ensure a balance by optimizing your resources, investment of money, men, materials and time,
besides other non-tangible inputs. Our team gets involved in client engagement initiatives as
they are better at executing those initiatives; as they have dedicated resources & back-up to drive
those initiatives, ensuring growth of your working/ business with our time proven strategies.

«

Audit of existing business parameters.

«

Strategic plans for planning & execution.

«

Supporting core growth initiatives.
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«

Market research for investments
mergers.

«

Acquisitions for business expansion.

«

Systems for long term goals.

Audit of existing
business
parameters.

AG Horizon provides a thorough project audit process to help
you get slow moving projects back on track. Our project audit
has helped numerous project teams get to the root causes of
project problems and provided the direction for fast and
effective corrective action.
The project audit assesses the feasibility of the project in terms
of affordability and performance by providing transparency
and assessing costs, time and resources. The final objective of a
project audit is to ensure that the project meets the standards of
project management through investigation and evaluation.

AG Horizon provides an effective framework for strategic
planning and execution that ensures collaboration and
engagement at all levels as well as alignment of departmental
goals with corporate goals. Our process begins by helping set
the vision and then examine the key influences on the operation
and the key challenges. You'll explore the key relationships you
have with customers, suppliers, partners and stakeholders to
confirm that key strategic imperatives maintain your
benchmarked position. And we'll make sure that you
incorporate a clear understanding of your company's core
competencies into your strategic plan.

Supporting core
growth initiatives.

Strategic plans
for planning &
execution.

A growth strategy is a collection of business initiatives that
seek the maximization of a company's value within a period.
Growth in today's businesses market is built on relationships.
Growth opportunities are different from the core business.
They require different skills and metrics and a thorough
understanding of the priorities. Most of all, they require a
genuine commitment not just fair-weather promise. Success in
creating new growth again and again lies in developing a
systematic, organizational capability to identify, shape, and
nurture new-growth initiatives. And we take the responsibility
for doing that.
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Market research
for investments
mergers.

A merger is the combination of one or more corporations, or
business entities, into a single business entity. This is so as to
achieve greater efficiencies of scale and productivity, sales and
marketing, and in administering the business. Our transaction
structuring advisory's in-depth industry knowledge & market
outreach empowers us to identify other businesses that offer our
clients a strategic fit and assist them with desired acquisitions,
mergers and / or alliances that allow them to maintain and build
their competitive advantage. This team provides solutions to
support a broad range of transactions, including acquisitions,
disinvestments, IPOs, PFI / PPP bids etc.

The sole objective of growth through acquisition strategy is to
gain market share, acquire greater resource and ensure business
expansion. Growth through acquisition not only propels a
company to a major position, but also earns rich dividend for
shareholders of the acquired company. Its importance is
demonstrated from the fact that nowadays various companies
are on acquisition spree worldwide to grow their market
revenue. The rising decimated political and geographical
boundaries and become a worldwide phenomenon.

Systems for long
term goals.

Acquisitions for
business
expansion.

AG Horizon's ability to set long-term goals and constantly be
thinking about the future of your business has an inordinate
impact on the success and profitability of your enterprise.
Our all-top executives are long-term thinkers. The key to a
successful long-term strategic planning process is to identify
the core competencies and then begin immediately to develop
or to acquire those core competencies so that you will be
strongly positioned for the markets and competition in the
future.
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THE BLUEPRINT TO SUCCESS

The Certifications attained by our company ensures that every project is in compliance with the following:
1. Quality Management : The ISO 9001:2015 ensures that the projects will be in compliance with the
best quality standards.
2. Information Technology services : The ISO/IES 20000-1:2018 ensures that the project will bedriven
with the latest IT technology.
3. Environment Management : The ISO 14001:2015 ensures that the best practices are followed to
safeguard the environment.
4. Risk Management : The ISO 31000:2018 ensures mitigation of maximum risks.
5. Social Responsibility : The ISO 26000:2010 ensures assists in attending to our responsibility towards
the society.

Quality Management System

Environ Management System

ISO 9001:2015

ISO 14001:2015

IT Service Mgmt System

Risk Management System

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018

ISO 31000:2018

IAS

ACCREDITED
Management Systems
Certiﬁcation Body
MSCB132

Social Responsibility
ISO 26000: 2010
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OUR TEAM

Management Team

Our core team consists of professionals and experts having worked with various state governments
and government of India. They come with an international exposure having worked across the
globe in fortune 100 companies.
Professional Team

Apart from core management team, we have experts from varied field associated with group since
long to work on specific business challenges of their respective verticals. These vertical experts are
supported by below mentioned professionals:
Project leader, project designer, project lead architect, quantity surveyor, structural designer,
electrical electronics communication engineer, plumbing and sanitary expert, O&M expert, bid
process management expert, finance controller, legal expert, financial analyst, HR expert,
coordination management, market analysis, branding & promotion expert.
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OUR CLIENTS
During the past 23 years, AG has served number of satised clients from varied elds. Select
few are as below:

Government of India

Corporate Houses

Adani Real Estate
Company

HSIIDC

Aamby Valley City,
Sahara

Numaligarh Refinery
Limited, Assam

Urban Development

President's Estate,
Rashtrapati Bhawan

State Tourism

Industrial Sector

Defence Sector

Delhi Development
Authority

National Defence
Academy, Pune

Ghaziabad
Development Authority

Indian Military
Academy, Dehradun

Overseas

Railways

J&K Tourism

Indian House,
Thimphu, Bhutan

North East Railways

Himachal Tourism

Ghala Wentworth,
Muscat, Oman

Diesel Locomotive
Works, Varanasi

State Government

« Assam

« Himachal

« Manipur

« Delhi

« Jammu & Kashmir

« Meghalaya

« Haryana

« Maharashtra

« Uttar Pradesh
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TRANSPORT

CONSULTING

FINANCIAL ADVISORIES

ENVIRONMENTAL

PROJECT ADVISORIES

TEXTILE & HANDICRAFT INDUSTRY HORTICULTURE
TRANSACTION ADVISORY
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

WATER
VETY & ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

BUSINESS GROWTH

IRRIGATION

POWER RENEWABLE ENERGY

SPORTS

INFRASTRUCTURE

AGRICULTURE

AVIATION

ENGINEERING

PROJECT RESEARCH

TOURISM

HEALTH

EDUCATION

ISO Certified Company
Group
Since 1998

AG Horizon Pvt. Ltd.
+91-11- 45356553, 54
info@aggrp.in
+91-9810046249
« Mumbai
« New Delhi
« Imphal
« Hyderabad

www.aggrp.in

